A cryptogram uses a __ to hide a message

Connect-the-__, a picture puzzle for beginners

__ puzzles are great for practicing logic and arithmetic skills

A puzzle with a start and end point; you find the path

In the old days, puzzles were often made of __; some still are

Most puzzles require __ and reasoning, but on some you can guess

Some puzzles have pieces that __ around on a board

Not just a card game - also found in the newspaper near crosswords

Makes a pretty picture - if you don’t lose any pieces

The internet can let you play many __ games and puzzles

A puzzling or misleading question to be solved or answered

This puzzle cube drove the world crazy in the 1980’s

In a magic __, the sums of rows, columns and diagonals agree

Classic computer puzzler; rotate and place blocks quickly

Word or phrase with rearranged letters; “A Ragman”

Guess the right letters or it's the gallows for you!

In an acrostic, some __ of a solution are used to form other words

__ __ Times Crossword puzzles are both well known and difficult!

Some electronic versions of puzzles can be played on a __

In a word-_ __ you have to put the letters in the right order

Chinese geometric puzzle made up of 7 pieces to arrange

A difficult or mysterious problem; brain-teaser, enigma

The most popular word puzzle type; invented in the U.S. in 1913

A __ can be a sequence of pictures that create a message

A word or phrase that spells the same forwards or backwards

Find the words - backwards, forwards, and diagonal

Given two similar pictures, can you find the __

This person deciphers codes for a living
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